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Junior Barons Go High-Definition
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By Rebecca Dana 10/23/06 12:00am

When Timothy Sykes arrived for lunch at the Spotted Pig on Oct.
15—his sixth visit to the West Village gastro-pub in as many days
—he was still a little drunk from the night before. Mr. Sykes is 25,
a multimillionaire and the manager of his own hedge fund. He had
been out until 6 a.m., he explained, dancing with some models at
Tenjune.
“I really wanted to be sober for this,” he said, ruefully but not
apologetically, a black baseball cap from his brokerage house
pulled low over his eyes. Why? “I’m attention-starved. I really love
talking about myself.”
Mr. Sykes is the star of Wall Street Warriors, a documentary
series premiering Oct. 22 on INHD, a little-seen high-definition
cable network targeted at the sort of people who, like Mr. Sykes,
keep HDTV’s in their $4,200-a-month apartments downtown. (Our hero also keeps a friend in his
apartment, a younger banker who cooks, cleans, pays him $1,000 a month in rent and whom he playfully
calls “the butler.”) There are 21 million American homes with high-definition televisions, if not also with
butlers.
Wall Street Warriors follows Mr. Sykes and a dozen other modern-day Batemans through the colorful
world of high finance. Painstakingly subtle, the series avoids any Mark Burnett–style reality-show
flourishes yet doesn’t do much to spare its subjects from themselves. The result is a devastating study of
extravagance, aspiration and inanity—a bonfire of the vain.
In one typical scene, Alex Gerchik, a Russian émigré who dreamed of coming to the United States to work
on Wall Street, is driving his young son Mitchel to school. Mitchel, squirming in the backseat, manages to
articulate the strange value system of Wall Street Warriors:
Father: “You wanna be like daddy, a day trader?”
Son: “Yeah, I want a million dollars.”
Father: “You want a million dollars? That’s a good one. How about two million?”
Son: “Uh oh. Five million!”
Other episodes feature late-night drinking and business-card-swapping functions at various embassies and
midtown bars, as well as plenty of tense exchanges on the trading floor—all magnified to a pore-diving
1080i resolution.
“There are some stressful moments for these people, and we love capturing that in high definition,” said In
Demand Networks executive vice president of programming David Asch. “Stress comes across much
better in H.D.”
Wall Street Warriors is the newest addition to an INHD lineup called MOJO, which launched in June. The
premise, according to the INHD marketing department, is a “recalibration of masculinity” for those
stressed-out members of the nation’s top income brackets.
Over the summer, the network commissioned an in-depth study of its target audience. The resultant online
survey of 1,000 men, aged 25 to 54 and with incomes over $50,000, found that these gentlemen are not
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exclusively interested in “macho pursuits, sports, ‘chicks’ and explosions.” Au contraire! They like to cook
and share in the housework. They admire celebrities especially: Tom Brady, Sean Connery, George Clooney
and Will Smith, who, it so happens, lives across the street from Mr. Sykes.
MOJO is prime-time programming for this rising tide of alpha emo-men. The invitation to an Oct. 17
MOJO party at Sky Studios featured an artful black-and-white side-view photo of a woman’s naked
posterior.
So it’s not a drastic recalibration. The MOJO lineup, launched in June, included Three Sheets, a show
about foreign drinking customs; Technical Difficulties, a race to “master the coolest tech toys”; and After
Hours with Daniel, a glimpse into the “rarefied late night world of top chefs.”
“We’re very much trying to cater to—I don’t know if ‘hip’ is the right word, but a contemporary, affluent
audience,” said Mr. Asch.
Mr. Sykes planned to attend the Sky Studios party. He’s also throwing his own, at his Leroy Street
apartment, for his Wall Street Warriors debut appearance in episode 2, in which he conducts business in a
bathrobe. The bathrobe was a gift from his grandmother; on the left breast pocket is an embroidered
“Timmy.”
Timmy made his fortune day-trading during his senior year in high school and his freshman year at Tufts.
The son of a jewelry merchant and a financier, he turned $10,000 in bar mitzvah gifts into $1.5 million and
then transferred to Tulane, where he majored in philosophy and endowed an academic award. In a tribute
to the movie Zoolander (“I like the humor of the absurd,” he said), he wanted to call it the “Timothy Sykes
scholarship for kids who can’t read good and who want to learn to do other stuff good, too.”
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“I told them I would double the amount of the scholarship if they would let me call it that,” he said, “and
they said, ‘Timothy, you’re gonna make us look stupid.’”
With lunch, Mr. Sykes was drinking lemon-lime Gatorade, his favorite beverage. He has never tasted
coffee, he said.
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After college he moved to Soho, where he spent six months partying until dawn and trying to raise $50
million for his hedge fund. He developed a taste for the finer things and a $500-a-week “sushi habit,” but
came up roughly $50 million short.
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Worn down, he spent two years bouncing among group houses of friends in Orlando, on the fringes of
college campuses. He stayed in at night and read business books.
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Mr. Sykes returned to New York a year ago, to make another go of building his hedge fund. Inspired by a
love of fine dining, he called it Cilantro Fund Partners L.P. He has 14 investors, mostly family and friends,
each worth at least $1 million.
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“I think many people might have a view of Wall Streeters from the outside as being bigger-than-life,” said
Scott Gill, one of two producers of the series. Before Wall Street Warriors, Mr. Gill made the wellreceived documentary Porn Star: The Legend of Ron Jeremy .
“They’ve got yachts and helicopters,” Mr. Gill continued. “They have, you know, sort of that Gordon Gekko
image.” Mr. Gill sought to avoid such caricature. To find his subjects, he turned to Trader Monthly, the
publishing world’s glossy homage to the unrestrained pursuit of wealth, featuring many colorful photo
spreads of thick-necked, cigar-smoking Lehman Brothers associates and the women who love them. This
year, Mr. Sykes was named one of Trader Monthly’s “30 Under 30.” His willingness to show off for the
cameras won over Messrs. Gill and Skelton immediately.
In upcoming episodes, viewers will learn that Mr. Sykes’ mother still does his laundry, that he’s not much of
a clotheshorse, that he works out on a rowing machine in his apartment, that he has a library stocked with
600 business books, and that he recently threw a rooftop party for all his friends and encouraged them to
tell childhood stories about him to the Wall Street Warriors cameraman.
Even in high definition, television can only draw a partial portrait. What else is there to know about Mr.
Sykes? He thinks there should be an Oscar ceremony for teachers instead of actors; he hopes someday to
design a futuristic, aerodynamic, lapel-free version of the traditional business suit; and he doesn’t plan on
running a hedge fund forever.
“I’ve been in MarketWatch, Business Week, Institutional Investor,” he said of his early self-promotional
success. “I love this stuff—it’s so much more fun than trading.”
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He hopes someday to do something more spiritually satisfying than finance, he said. He plans to go into
P.R.
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